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Abstract 

 
In the year 1998, with the regulation of the Nuclear Law, the Nuclear 

Regulatory Authority (ARN) is constituted as the national coordinator of the 
response in case of nuclear or radiological emergencies. The ARN builds his 
first operative center installed in his Headquarter in Buenos Aires.  

Likewise, from the obligations that come with the Convention of Early 
Notification of a Nuclear Accident and Convention on Assistance in the 
Case of a Nuclear Accident or Radiological Emergency, the ARN is the 
National Warning Point and the National Competent Authority. 

Therefore, the operative capacity of the center needs to be expanded to 
cover not only the national territory but also its link with the region and the 
IAEA, as an access point to the International community, as the conventions 
demand. 

For the purpose of giving ARN capacities which reflect the state of art at 
the international level on Nuclear Emergency Centers and warrant that its 
equipment and technology will be compatible with those abroad (mainly 
with IAEA), the ARN made an arrangements with Department of Energy of 
United States, in the framework of an existing bilateral Argentine Foreign 
Office/US Government agreement (Joint Standing Committee on Nuclear 
Cooperation). This agreement allows a deep experience exchange, high level 
specialists support and last generation equipments access. As a result, the 
center of ARN can be considerate as the most advanced civil nuclear 
emergency center in the region. 

This work describes the implementation process of the emergency center 
and the technical features, like the physical distribution, hardware and 
software resources, communication equipment, Geographic Information 
Systems, etc.  
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